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NEW PATIENT INITIAL ROUTING FORM 

PATIENT NAME: ________________________________DATE: ________________________ 
 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this routing form is to ensure new patients are properly and efficiently 
routed through the office, fully treatment planned, and appointed for their next visit to get on the 
road to complete dental health.  
 
1. RECEPTIONIST (OR OFFICE MANAGER):  

______a. Greets patient.   
______b. Has patient sign-in, and checks to see if anything is needed (water, etc.)  
______c. Ensures that all necessary forms are filled out.   
______d. Copies made of insurance card and driver’s license made.   
______e. If not paperless, makes a new chart for patient and placed patient forms in  chart.  
______f. Informs Hygienist/Assistant/Doctor that patient has arrived.   
______g. Informs patient as to approximate wait time.  
______h. Ensures Financial Secretary has all patient information to quickly verify 

 benefits.  
 
2. HYGIENIST (DOCTOR W/ASSISTANT):  

______a. Routes patient to treatment room and properly seats them.   
______b. Notes any medical alerts.   
______c. Takes necessary X-rays.  If applicable, takes FMX. 
______d. Does periodontal charting.   
______e. Notes any dental issues to discuss with doctor.  
______f. Informs assistant that doctor is needed for exam.  
______g. When doctor arrives, informs doctor of findings.  

 
3. DOCTOR: 

______a. Does exam and completes dental charting 
______b. If minimal or no treatment needed, reviews treatment plan with patient.  
______c. If the treatment plan is large and there is not enough time today to discuss it with 

them, informs patient that a consult is needed and that this should be scheduled 
before they leave today.  

______d. If the treatment plan is large and there is enough time in the schedule to do the 
consult today, then has Financial/Treatment Coordinator work up finances on 
Treatment plan. Has hygienist continue if not finished and presents treatment at 
completion of hygiene visit. Works out approximate time treatment will start and 
works with Financial/Treatment Coordinator to wrap up FA’s.  

______e. Determines next visit (if not beginning any treatment today) and turns patient back 
over to hygienist.   
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4. HYGIENIST (OR DOCTOR)  
______a. If possible/applicable does Prophy.   
______b. (If not possible, set-up for next visit and inform patient of this.) 
______c. If further treatment or a consult is needed from doctor then indicates time needed 

for next visit in chart.  
______d. Does treatment notes and indicates next hygiene visit in chart.  
______e. If treatment plan includes C&B or Ortho, fills out appropriate forms and 

 ensures proper X-rays were taken.  
______f. If treatment plan includes tooth replacement, indicates date of extraction or  reason 

for replacement.   
______g. Routes patient to Appointment Secretary.  

 
5. APPOINTMENT SECRETARY (OR OFFICE MANAGER) 

______a. Reviews chart for time needed for next visit.  
______b. Makes appointment for patient following the standard format.  
______c. Notes appointment date and time in computer system.  
______d. Makes next recall/cleaning appointment and notes in system.  
______e. Makes a recall reminder card for file if prophy done.  
______f. Appointment card made for patient and checked for accuracy.  
______g. Gives appointment card to patient.  
______h. Routes to Financial Secretary.  

 
6. FINANCIAL SECRETARY (OR OFFICE MANAGER): 

______a. If not paperless, notes account number on the chart.  
______b. If patient is insured, verifies that all insurance information is to hand.  
______c. Enters charges and treatment for that day.  
______d. Collects outstanding patient portion and any outstanding balance.  
______e. If next visit will require patient payment or co-pay, informs patient as to what this 

will be and makes financial arrangements if not done so already.  
______f. If applicable, has patient sign an assignment of benefits form.  
______g. Gives patient walkout statement.  
______h. If not done so already enters treatment plan in computer.  
______i. Checks if predetermination is required by insurance company and if so notes to 

send.   
______j. Discharges patient.  
______k. If not paperless, routes chart to receptionist.  

 
7. RECEPTIONIST (OR OFFICE MANAGER): 

______a. If not paperless, makes labels for chart.  
______b. Sends welcome and thank you letters.  
______c. Routes form (including chart if not paperless) to doctor for treatment plan.  
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8. DOCTOR: 
______a. Reviews chart and completes treatment planning if applicable.  
______b. If patient needs more treatment that they have not been scheduled for or that has 

not been started or is scheduled for a consult then route to Financial Secretary for a 
financial workup and specify what treatment you want worked up.  

______c. If no outstanding treatment or patient is scheduled for the treatment, then routes 
to receptionist for filing.  

 
9. FINANCIAL SECRETARY (OR OFFICE MANAGER): 

______a. Does financial work-up form.  
______b. Enters treatment plan in computer if not done so already.  
______c. Routes to Appointment Secretary to ensure next visit is scheduled.  

 
10. APPOINTMENT SECRETARY (OR OFFICE MANAGER):  

______a. If next visit is not scheduled within the next 6 weeks, reviews chart with Office 
Manager.  

______b. If not paperless, places chart in filing bin.  
 
 

END OF ROUTING FORM 

 

 

Please Note: This course, provided by DDS Success, LLC, and its accompanying materials is being provided as suggestions and ideas from which 
to improve the success and viability of your practice. This is not to be taken as a guarantee that the information provided is appropriate to your 
practice. Due to the high ethical standard in business expected of DDS Success, LLC clients, it is assumed that each client and/or their staff 
would observe and follow applicable laws relating to employment, taxation and general business. Each practice, their owners, officers and staff 
are individually responsible for ensuring that any system implemented complies with the applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and 
regulations governing the place in which your practice is located. These suggestions do not constitute legal advice. You should seek advice from 
your own legal advisors as to what is appropriate to implement in your practice, prior to implementation. DDS Success, LLC is not responsible 
for any claims, real or otherwise, associated with this material and information or any part thereof.  


